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Abstract
This poster presents the results of an investigation into the
use of ontology technologies to support taxonomy functions.
Taxonomy is the science of naming and grouping biological
organisms into a hierarchy. A core function of biological
taxonomy is the classification and revised classification of
biological organisms into an agreed upon taxonomic structure
based on sets of shared characteristics. Recent developments in
knowledge representation within Computer Science include the
establishment of computational ontologies. Such ontologies are
particularly well suited to support classification functions such
as those used in biological taxonomy.
Using a specific genus of Afrotropical bees, this research project
captured and represented the taxonomic knowledge base into
an OWL2 ontology. In addition, the project used and extended
available reasoning algorithms over the ontology to draw
inferences that support the necessary taxonomy functions, and
developed an application, the web ontology classifier (WOC). The
WOC uses the Afrotropical bee ontology and demonstrates the
taxonomic functions namely: identification (keys) as well as the
description and comparison of taxa (taxonomic revision).

Application Development
The application developed to support taxonomy is called the WOC
(the Web Ontology Classifier) and it consists of three components:
the Afritropical bee ontology, the reasoning services and the web user
interface.

The Afritropical bee Ontology

Figure 4: Two diagnostics features (blue) selected in the left hand
pane result in identifying the bee taxa in blue on the right.
The additional features these blue taxa on the right all have in
common are indicated in red on the left, and additional features
that at least one of the taxon’s are associated with are depicted in
green (the uncommon features).

Conclusion

The taxonomic impediment is the term used to describe the crises in
taxonomy due to a shortage of skills and resources, as well as a lack
of funding and interest by younger scientists [6]. Taxonomy is under
pressure due to high demand for identification services, as well as the
lack of expertise and resources due to the highly specialised and timeconsuming functions taxonomists perform.

We worked with a domain specialist, Dr Connal Eardley, in this project.
This research investigated how ontology technologies can assist and
support biological taxonomy and taxonomists, first in describing
species and their relationships to one another, and second, in the
identification of specimens.

Figure 1: Colletes capensis Cameron A: Female; B: Male.
Taxonomists have two main functions: the identification and
description of taxa, and the identification and establishment of new
taxa into biological science [6]. Taxonomic revision is the description,
identification and/or revision of new genera or species based on a
combination of morphological characteristics.
Taxonomists often publish taxonomic knowledge in a way that allows
for identification of organisms namely a key. Taxonomic keys are tools
constructed from taxonomic knowledge used for the identification of
organisms or taxa using unique characteristics or features [12]. These
features represent the set of characteristics that can uniquely describe
a taxa or taxon. The keys display the features as choices to the user,
and through the choices, the user navigates the set of features until
a specific taxon is identified. Keys are often computerized by using
platforms such as Lucid [8, 9].

Figure 2: An example of a taxonomic single access (dichotomous) key.
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The classifier is available online at http://41.185.28.217:9000/. The
source code as well as the ontology and instructions to setup the
application offline can be found on github7 - https://github.com/
Nish01/OntologyClassifierApplication.

Computational ontologies is a knowledge representation technology
particularly suitable to support classification functions such as those
fundamental to biological taxonomy. Computational ontologies are
developed in the Web Ontology Language (OWL2 [7]) that is based
on description logics (DLs). DLs are often described as decidable
fragments of first-order logic [2]. We used the ontology editor Protégé
[10] that is distributed with packaged reasoners such as Fact++ [5,
11] to develop an OWL2 ontology of the taxonomic knowledge base
of Afrotropical Bees. The ontology uses the core concept diagnostic
feature to represent morphological characteristics [1]. A specific bee
taxon would have body parts that have diagnostic features as depicted
in Figure 3.

The Problem: Taxonomic Impediment

Using the specific case under investigation namely Afrotropical Bees,
very few taxonomists worldwide exist, and most of them are considering
retirement. Afrotropical bees are one of the largest pollinator groups
in Southern Africa, which makes them a biologically important group
of organisms [3, 4] and the number of taxonomists that specialise in
this specific group are declining significantly.

The user can now refine the selections by either adding or removing
bee taxa or diagnostic features, and the two panes are updated
accordingly.

Figure 3: The genus Afrodasypoda with its associated diagnostic
features.

The Reasoners
Because an OWL 2 ontology consists of axioms or sets of assertions
based on logic, reasoners can be used to infer consequences and
derive implicit knowledge from the set of explicitly stated assertions.
Standard reasoners were used over the Afritropical bee ontology for
taxonomic identification services or the key functionality that can be
represented by the query ‘which genera or species exist that have this
selected set of diagnostics features? This query would return a set of taxa
that have the selected diagnostic features.
Taxonomic revision could be represented by the query ‘what set of
diagnostic features does a set selected taxa exhibit and in this set, which
of the diagnostic features are common to all the taxa in the set of genera?’
Standard reasoning services as packaged with Protégé do not support
these types of queries, also termed queries using the fillers of existential
axioms and to implement this taxonomic functionality, the standard
reasoning had to be complemented with reasoning supporting fillers
of existential axioms.

The Web Ontology Classifier Application
The ontology and the reasoners are standardized and reusable
components. Given the requirements of taxonomists, these
components were integrated into a web-based application namely the
web ontology classifier (WOC). The WOC uses the developed Afrotropical
bee ontology to support the taxonomic functions identification and
revision given the taxonomy of Afrotropical bees and was developed
using Play Frameworks and Java.
The WOC launches with a home page with basic instructions on how
to use the application. ‘Classify and Query allows for uploading an
Afrotropical bee ontology. Upon submission the ontology is classified
and the taxonomic information is displayed as in Figure 4.
Once classified the ontology will be displayed on the page shown in
Figure 4. The diagnostic features are listed in the first column on the
left, and the bee taxa modeled in the ontology are listed in the second
column on the right.
The user has two options:
• select a set of diagnostic features from the first column and submit
(to do an identification query), or,
• select a set of bee taxa on the right and submit (doing a revision query).
Figure 4 depicts the interface:
• Blue in the left column are the user selected (two) diagnostic features;
• Four bee taxa were found that has the selected diagnostic features
(blue in the right column);
• Red in the left column are the diagnostic features that are common to
the bee taxa;
• Green in the left are the set of uncommon diagnostic features
associated with at least one of the identified bee taxa, but which are
not common to all the bee taxa;
• Black are the remainder of the diagnostic features not associated with
any of the selected bee taxa.

Using the specific case of Afrotropical bees, this research
study had as goal investigating whether ontology technologies
and ontology-based applications could support taxonomic
functions. Systematics is in essence a classification system and
computational ontologies are particularly well suited to resolve
classification challenges, especially using qualitative data. The
study developed three contributions namely: 1) the capturing
and representation of the taxonomic knowledge base of
Afrotropical Bees in an OWL2 ontology; 2) using and extending
the use of available reasoners to draw inferences that support
the necessary taxonomy workflows; and 3) the development
of an application, the WOC that integrates the ontology and
reasoning services. The WOC application supports taxonomic
functions namely identification (keys) and taxonomic revision.
The WOC support the requirements captured from the input
of the taxonomist domain expert, and also received a positive
evaluation from a taxonomists in a workgroup. Further research
include: 1) the development of a dedicated user interface allowing
taxonomists to extend their own specific taxonomy ontologies;
2) integrating mechanisms for supporting the standardised
procedures for the publishing of taxonomic revisions into the
application; 3) an extended user interface for ontology editing;
as well as 4) refinement of the ontological modeling, for instance
including upper ontologies and existing associated domain
ontologies to support standardisation and re-use of taxonomic
knowledge bases.
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